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ORNAMENT OF CLEAR REALIZATION 28 SEPTEMBER 2017 

We are on page 250 halfway down.  

‘Meaning of the text  

The subject—the exalted wisdom of the three pure grounds—is a preparation of the 

equality of cyclic existence and peace because it is an exalted wisdom of the pure grounds 

that has exhaustively destroyed the opportunities for generating manifest conceptions of 

true existence on the occasions of post-equipoise by way of being influenced by the 

wisdom directly realizing cyclic existence and peace to be empty of true existence.’ 

The subject—the exalted wisdom of the three pure grounds the eighth, ninth and tenth 

grounds. We say that what follows after that is the sign: 

It ‘is a preparation of the equality of cyclic existence and peace’ the preparation of the 

equality of samsara and nirvana.  

‘because it is an exalted wisdom of the pure grounds that has exhaustively destroyed the 

opportunities for generating manifest conceptions of true existence on the occasions of 

post-equipoise by way of being influenced by the wisdom directly realizing cyclic 

existence and peace to be empty of true existence.’ 

The sign we have here gives all the characteristics of this preparation of the equality of the two. 

We will look at those characteristics and the definition of the preparation of the equality of 

the two in a more extensive way later one.  
 

We continue with the second subject: 

‘The subject—cyclic existence and peace—lack true existence because they are 

dependent-arisings’.  

The text is from the point of view of the Middle-Way Autonomy school. They are using 

dependent origination as the reason to establish that samsara and nirvana lack true existence. 

It is a correct reason. It fulfils the three modes of correct reasoning.  

However when the Middle-Way Autonomy school talk about dependent origination, this is be 

understood as the middle level of dependent origination. We have dependent origination on the 

initial level, then on middle level, which is dependence upon the parts. Then we have the most 

advanced, the subtlest level of dependent origination. So this is not the most subtle level. It is 

the middle level of dependence upon parts. That is what they are arguing. It is correct valid 

reasoning. All the modes of correct reasoning are here.  

We have explained that for the systems of proponents who believe in true existence of 

phenomena, they do not accept this as a correct reasoning because they do not accept that 

dependent origination proves that phenomena lack true existence. True existence is the very 

thing they believe in.  If you tell them that dependent origination disproves true existence, they 

will respond that this is the wrong pervasion. 

For the Autonomy School also, to use dependent origination as the reason to disprove lack of 

inherent existence is the wrong [contrary] pervasion. They don’t accept that. 

Lama Tsong Khapa’s In Praise to Dependent Origination says it is astonishing that there are 

some who accept dependent origination, but they cannot bear the thought of lack of inherent 
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existence. Lama Tsong Khapa says, once you come to accept dependent origination, to then 

have a problem with the lack of inherent existence is puzzling.  

The sentence continues: 

‘just as the example of a dream.’  

The example of a dream is used here because, it says, all phenomena are like a dream. They 

appear to be true but in reality, they do not exist the way they appear. 

‘The subject—this consequence which is flung by the proponents of true existent to the 

proponents of the Middle-Way saying, “It follows that the accumulation of actions 

(karma) in the daytime is incorrect because actions and their results are not established 

ultimately, just as in the example of a dream”—follows as being an incorrect repudiation 

of the proponents of the Middle-Way’. 

We have here the first object of dispute we looked at last week. It comes from proponents of 

true existence. There are those who believe that things truly exist. That is from the Mind-Only 

school and below, including the Mind-Only school. What would they say to proponents of the 

Middle-Way? 

“It follows that the accumulation of actions (karma) in the daytime is incorrect 

[incoherent; it doesn’t make sense] because actions and their results are not established 

ultimately, just as in the example of a dream”. 

We have looked at the possible responses we could give to that. We would say that we agree 

that there is no such thing as accumulation of karma, ultimately. However conventionally we 

would say that we disagree with that.  

In addition, the proponents of the Middle-Way would say that the example is not a correct 

example; the example is not established. Since there is accumulation of karma during dreams, 

it is not the right example for this type of debate. 

In this paragraph, we have the consequence of proponents of true existence:  

‘It follows that the accumulation of actions (karma) in the daytime is incorrect criticism’. 

They give that consequence to proponents of the Middle-Way school, as a way of criticism to 

the Middle-Way. They say that this particular consequence they formulate: 

‘follows as being an incorrect repudiation of the proponents of the Middle-Way  

because the Middle-Wayers will give a concordant-meaning response of the pervasion not 

being established to [the consequence].’ 

The Middle-Way proponents will say, you are saying that:  

‘It follows that the accumulation of actions (karma) in the daytime is incorrect’.  

Our response it why do you say this? There is no pervasion.  We say that conventionally there 

is an accumulation of karma, so there is no pervasion. 

We continue: 

‘Decisive analysis in this context 

A. Actual meaning 

B. Rejecting arguments 
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A. Actual meaning 

The definition of a preparation of the equality of cyclic existence and peace is: an exalted 

wisdom of the pure grounds that has exhaustively destroyed the opportunity for a 

manifest conception of true existence to be produced on the occasions of post-equipoise 

by means of being influenced by the wisdom directly realizing that cyclic existence and 

peace are empty of true existence.’ 

The important thing in this definition is that whatever you do in post-equipoise you will do by 

means of being influenced by the wisdom directly realising that samsara and nirvana are empty 

of true existence. You must have that realisation first. Having that realisation first, that 

influences you, so that you do something important in post-equipoise. In post-equipoise you:  

‘exhaustively destroyed the opportunity for a manifest conception of true existence to be 

produced’. 

There is a difference between exhaustively destroying the ‘opportunity for manifest 

conception of true existence’ and destroying the opportunity for conception of true existence.  

The importance is in the word manifest. They can only destroy the manifest because according 

to the Middle-Way Autonomy school, you do not abandon conception of true existence until 

the very end. For their system you abandon afflictive obscurations and grasping at true 

existence together on, the uninterrupted path at the very end the tenth ground. That will be the 

most subtle, the final thing that you abandon. As you abandon it, at the same time you attain 

the state of Buddhahood. 

For this system, you will not destroy the opportunity for a conception of true existence, but you 

destroy the opportunity to destroy manifest conception. There is a difference between the two.  

There is a difference here between the two Middle-Way schools in terms of the time when 

grasping at true existence is abandoned.  For the Middle-Way Consequence school, because 

they consider true grasping to be afflictive obscuration, you could say that you exhaustively 

destroy the opportunity to generate grasping at true existence. However this is from the point 

of view of the Autonomy school.  

For the Autonomy school if you are abandoning grasping at true existence, it means that you 

are at the moment of achieving full enlightenment. It happens simultaneously with 

Buddhahood.  We are talking here about the pure grounds, the eighth ground and beyond.  

The difference between the two Middle-Way schools is posited from the point of view of 

having or not having abandoned true existence.  

For the Consequence school you have abandoned grasping at true existence. If you have 

abandoned grasping at true existence, you have also exhaustively destroyed the opportunity for 

generating manifest grasping at true existence. If you abandon grasping at true existence, you 

will not have any manifest state of true existence. 

The Autonomy school say that at this point you have not abandoned grasping at true existence. 

You have only exhausted the possibility of having manifest states of grasping at true existence.  

Both schools are equally talking about having ‘exhaustively destroyed the opportunity for a 

manifest conception of true existence’. However, if you look deeper, there is a big difference 

between the two schools. One says you don’t have manifest grasping because you have 

completely finished grasping at true existence altogether. The other says that no, you have not 

finished abandoning – you are just dealing with manifest at this level. Although they are similar 
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in having ‘exhaustively destroyed the opportunity for a manifest conception of true 

existence’, still there is a difference between the two schools in this point.  

The difference between the two schools is due to their different presentations in terms of how 

you deal with abandoning afflictive obscurations and knowledge obscurations.  

The Consequence school has a very neat presentation. They say you first abandon afflictive 

obscurations only after you have finished abandoning afflictive obscurations will you begin 

dealing with knowledge obscurations. By the end of the seventh ground, you must have 

finished abandoning afflictive obscurations. They classifying grasping at true existence as 

afflictive obscurations. Once you have abandoned those, you enter the eighth ground and from 

the eighth ground begin working on abandoning knowledge obscurations. Since they have this 

particular presentation, for them, you must have already abandoned grasping at true existence.  

The Autonomy school has a different presentation. They say you are on eighth ground and you 

are abandoning afflictive and knowledge obscurations together, simultaneously. They go 

together hand in hand. It is a quite different presentation.   

How is it that this ‘exalted wisdom of the pure grounds that has exhaustively destroyed 

the opportunity for a manifest conception of true existence to be produced’? 

‘exhaustively destroyed the opportunity’ means there is not the slightest chance; there is not 

any occasion; there is not any opportunity in which it will be possible to generate manifest 

conception of true existence. 

In order to come to this point, this ‘exalted wisdom of the pure grounds’ must have attained 

some special power, some special capacity to exhaustively destroy any opportunity for that to 

be generated. 

There is a fine distinction between what happens between the seventh ground and the eighth 

ground. From the eighth ground, [we are talking here about the pure grounds], this pristine 

wisdom ‘has exhaustively destroyed the opportunity’ meaning it is utterly impossible for 

that to be generated. This only happens when pristine wisdom has attained that special power. 

That happens from the eighth ground and beyond. Prior to that, on the seventh ground, you 

could have a bodhisattva with sharp faculties. For them, it is not possible that they will generate 

manifest grasping at true existence.  However it is not that they attained that special power.  

Since they have not attained that special power, although it is not generated for them and it will 

not be generated for them, we do not use the expression to have ‘exhaustively destroyed the 

opportunity’. To have ‘exhaustively destroyed the opportunity’ happens after you have 

attained the special power from the eighth ground. It doesn’t matter how sharp you are.  

We can look at a similar example. We have been talking about when the signs of irreversibility 

arise for bodhisattvas with sharp faculties and when they arise for bodhisattvas with dull 

faculties. A bodhisattva on the path of preparation with dull faculties has not yet demonstrated 

the signs of irreversibility. Since they are a bodhisattva at that particular level, they will not 

generate the thought, that for my own sake. I want to attain the state of liberation or for my 

own sake I want to attain enlightenment. It is impossible for them to generate that thought.   

However, it is not that they have exhaustively destroyed the opportunity for generation such a 

thought. This only happens on the path of preparation if you are bodhisattva with sharp 

faculties. At that point, if you have sharp faculties, you will have signs of irreversibility. Having 

signs of irreversibility means you have attained the stability of the special method and the 

special wisdom. You have gained that special power. Having attained that special capacity or 
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that special power, you will have exhaustively destroyed the opportunity of generating self-

centred thoughts. It is a similar example here. It is one thing to say it will not be generated for 

me and another thing so say I have exhaustively destroyed the opportunity of that thing arising.  

We are looking at what happens according to this system. They say that they have: 

‘exhaustively destroyed the opportunity for a manifest conception of true existence to be 

produced’. 

We understand that this manifest level of true existence must be at a coarse level since they 

have not yet abandoned the subtle level, which is the actual grasping at true existence. The 

actual grasping at true existence is more subtle. They have not abandoned this.  However, they 

have destroyed the opportunity for the coarse level of that because they have attained some 

special capacity.  

We can look here at the different types of true grasping and how the two Middle-Way schools 

deal with that. 

For the Middle-Way Consequence school, whether we are talking about grasping at the self of 

the person or grasping at the self of phenomena, the mode of apprehension is the same. That is 

grasping at true existence. They say the only difference is the focal object. If you are focussing 

on the person, it will become grasping at the true existence of the person. If you are focussing 

on another phenomenon, it is grasping at the true existence of this other phenomenon. They are 

both afflictive obscurations for the Middle-Way School 

For the Middle-Way Autonomy school it is almost the reverse. They say it doesn’t matter what 

your focal object is. It is not defined through the focal object. It is the mode of apprehension 

that makes a difference. In terms of grasping at the self of person as being self-sufficient, 

substantial and substantially existent self, is one of the categories. 

If you are dealing with phenomena, it is grasping at them as being truly existent. It is the mode 

of apprehension that is different. For them this is categorised as knowledge obscuration. For 

the Autonomy school, grasping at the self of person is afflictive obscuration; grasping at the 

self of phenomena is knowledge obscuration. For the Consequence school they are both 

knowledge obscurations. 

Grasping at true existence for the Middle-Way Autonomy School is awareness and also 

knowledge obscuration. The Consequence school do not posit it as awareness. For them if 

something is a knowledge obscuration, it can only be the imprints of affliction. The imprint is 

not the same as awareness. For the Consequence school, grasping at true existence will not be 

posited as awareness. Definitely Lama Tsong Khapa does not posit that.  

However, within the Consequence school, if we look at the manuals of the different monasteries 

we can find variations. For example, in Loseling monastery there are texts that say grasping at 

true existence is posited as awareness, from the point of view of the aspect of appearing duality. 

Because you have duality appearing, there must be some awareness involved in that, so they 

posit it as awareness from that perspective.  

However, the general position in the Consequence school is that it is not posited as awareness. 

For the Autonomy school it is awareness and it is knowledge obscuration.  

Talking about subtle differences between some presentations within the Middle-Way 

Consequence school, we say that you will find in some manuals the position that grasping at 

true existence is posited as awareness. They do that in a very specific, a very particular way. 

They are talking about the aspect of dualistic appearance.  
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They don’t use the expression ‘the mind of dualistic appearance. If you use the word mind of 

dualistic appearance, you are immediately positing it as awareness. If you use the term mind, 

it means you are talking about awareness.  

They are talking about the factor of dualistic appearance, which is like a substance, which is a 

pollutant that is causing dualistic appearance. The debate comes down to the point whether that 

substance which is the pollutant, which is called the factor or the aspect of dualistic appearance, 

is posited as awareness or not. Most people don’t posit that. However you will find manuals 

that say, yes, this pollutant, this substance is subtle awareness. If you posit it as subtle 

awareness, then you will posit the whole thing as awareness.  

We were talking about abandoning grasping at true existence: when it happens and what type 

of abandonment it is. 

For the Autonomy school, it is knowledge obscuration and it will happen at the very end, when 

you reach the state of Buddhahood, not before.  

For the Consequence school there is no problem. From the eighth ground onwards you will 

begin to abandon knowledge obscurations which means you must have finished abandoning afflictive 

obscurations. They posit the ignorance of grasping at true existence as afflictive obscuration.  

The Consequence school gives a very good analogy to describe purification. They say it is like 

trying to clean a container in which you have stored garlic.  To really clean that, first you must 

remove the garlic, which is the obvious, the gross level. This is like getting rid of afflictive 

obscurations. Then, even after you have removed the actual pieces of garlic, you are left with 

the smell of the garlic, which is very subtle and very difficult to remove. This is like the 

knowledge obscurations. Then you must wash it and wash it and clean it again and again until 

you finally get rid of the smell.  

The Consequence school in this very neat presentation says you cannot abandon the subtle; 

you cannot get rid of the smell of the garlic in the container unless you first remove the garlic. 

So the gross states must be abandoned first. After you finish that, you will start working on the 

subtle level. To them, the presentation of the Autonomy school that you work on the gross and 

the subtle together simultaneously doesn’t make sense.  

‘B. Rejecting arguments’ 

We have four arguments to reject. 

‘B1. Rejecting the argument that there is no action and result 

B2. Rejecting the argument that action and result follow as being ultimate 

B3. Rejecting the argument that there is contradiction with scripture 

B4. Rejecting the argument that karma is accumulated in dreams 

B1. Rejecting the argument that there is no action and result 

B1A. Debate  

B1B. Response 

B1A. Debate’  

This is a conversation between Shariputra and Subhuti. For the benefit of disciples, for the sake 

of benefiting sentient beings, Shariputra plays the devil’s advocate. He assumes the position of 
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the lower schools and Subhuti responds from the point of view of the Middle-Way Autonomy 

school. They play those roles for the benefit of sentient beings. It is called a debate but it is 

really a conversation. Shariputra is asking questions and Subhuti is responding.  

‘This is explained by [the sutra passage]: 

Shariputra said, “Venerable Subhuti, will the action that is the performance of any action 

in a dream of the great bodhisattva be accumulated or diminished?”’ 

Here Shariputra says: take the case of a great bodhisattva. They do something in their sleep; 

they perform an action in their dream. Will there be an increase of that karma or will that be 

diminished? Will that be reduced? That is the question. A bodhisattva does something in their 

dream. What effect will that have on their karma? Will it increase their karma or will their 

karma be diminished? 

‘The meaning is as follows.’ 

This will explain the context of the questions and why there is a debate. It shows that two 

people have perhaps different positions. 

‘If all phenomena lack true existence, like dreams, then it follows that, there is no 

complete path of action’.  

‘path of action’ means karmic path. 

‘included within the three—preparation, actual, and conclusion—even in daytime for the 

sake of eliminating wrong conceptions that apprehend emptiness and dependent-arising 

as contradictory because actions and results do not exist ultimately, just as in the example 

of a dream.’  

Question: Is the word action or karma? 

Geshela: Action and karma are the same.  

The initial question sounds innocent. A bodhisattva does something in a dream. Are they going 

to accumulate karma for that or not? Will there be an increase of karma or not?  There is no 

mention of the real issue, which is whether or not the actions and the results are truly existent, 

ultimately established as ultimately existent and so forth. This is the real substance of this 

conversation. However it begins with this innocent question.  

Remember that we are using the example of the dream quite a lot.  

Previously we had: 

‘The subject—cyclic existence and peace—lack true existence because they are 

dependent-arisings - just as in the example of the dream’.  

We keep coming back to this question of what happens in a dream. Do you accumulate karma 

during a dream? Keep in mind how it relates to that argument about the quality of samsara and 

nirvana. 

If we look here at the meaning: 

‘The meaning is as follows. If all phenomena lack true existence …. even in daytime for 

the sake of eliminating wrong conceptions that apprehend emptiness and dependent-

arising as contradictory’. 

The whole purpose of this discussion is this: 
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‘for the sake of eliminating wrong conceptions that apprehend emptiness and dependent-

arising as [being] contradictory’. 

It is the proponents of true existence, from the Mind-Only school and below who have these 

‘wrong conceptions’. For them, if you say something is dependently arising then it cannot be 

empty of true existence. Alternately, if you say something is empty of true existence, for them 

it cannot be dependently arising. For them these two are contradictory. 

For their benefit, to eliminate these two misconceptions, Shariputra and Subhuti hold these 

roles of one asking the questions and the other giving the answers. 

Moving backwards from that point: 

‘even in daytime’. Forget about when you are awake, even in the daytime the ‘preparation, 

actual, and conclusion’. These are the three phases of performing a particular activity.  

‘there is no complete path of action’ or karmic path ‘included within the three—

preparation, actual, and conclusion’ of whatever activity ‘even in daytime’ when you are 

awake, ‘because actions and results do not exist ultimately’. 

This ‘wrong conceptions that apprehend emptiness and dependent-arising as 

contradictory’ is very important to be able to eliminate. 

 In Praise of Dependent Origination on Tuesday we had exactly about that: 

‘Those who conceive emptiness and dependent arising as contradictory will never 

comprehend the profound presentation of the teachings of the Buddha  

The essence of the teachings of the Buddha is emptiness and it is given as a means for 

destroying the root of cyclic existence.   

If you perceive emptiness and dependent origination as being contradictory you don’t have a 

method anymore to destroy that and 

 for as long as you hold the two things as being contradictory, for that long you will not be 

able to comprehend the actual essence, the most important point of all the teachings that the  

Buddha has given.  

Those who hold this misconception, for as long as they hold it, they have no hope of 

understanding the teachings of the Buddha. 

 Therefore, it is very important to destroy, to overcome this misconception that sees the two 

the two as contradictory. You can see that it is really for the sake of those disciples, that 

Shariputra and Subhuti take it upon themselves to hold this conversation, one holding one 

position and the other answering from the other position.   

We have already looked at the response. When someone says that there is no  

“It follows that the accumulation of actions (karma) in the daytime is incorrect because 

actions and their results are not established ultimately, just as in the example of a dream”. 

We have three things to say:  

1. If you examine it on an ultimate level we agree since nothing ultimately exists, there will be 

no karma, no accumulation of karma. It doesn’t matter if you are awake or if you are asleep, 

ultimately it doesn’t exist.  
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2. Conventionally we say the pervasion is not true because there is accumulation of karma both 

when you are awake and when you are asleep.  

3. Your example of a dream is wrongly used.  

We have explained that there is accumulation of karma during sleep. You do something in in 

your sleep and then you wake up and rejoice in it, and you enhance it. You create something. 

We say you have a dream that you kill someone. What happens at the time of your dream in 

terms of karmic potency is very small. However, then you wake up and remember your dream 

and you say, well done! I did it! I killed them. You rejoice. When you rejoice, you increase 

that little thing. It was small, but you make it bigger.   

There is some debate about exactly what sort of karma there is, whether there is the karma of 

harmful intent or the actual karma of killing. 

Definitely most will agree there is harmful intent. To actually have the action of killing, you 

must have all three parts: the preparation; carrying out the actual activity and the conclusion. 

There is no body, so there is no conclusion. 

The Essence of Ornament clearly says there is the karma of harmful intent. It doesn’t say the 

karma of killing. It only says there is harmful intent.  

‘B1B. Response 

Subhuti gives the response from the point of view of the Middle-Way Autonomy school: 

‘This is explained by [the sutra passage]: 

Subhuti said, “Venerable Shariputra, just as the Bhagavan taught that all phenomena 

are like dreams, thus there will be no accumulation or diminishment. Why? This is 

because the accumulation or diminishment of phenomena that are dreams is not observed 

whatsoever.’   

‘just as the Bhagavan taught’. Here Subhuti is quoting the Buddha. 

‘like dreams’ indicates the way they exist in reality contradicts the way they appear or the way 

they appear contradicts the way they exist in reality.   

‘no accumulation or diminishment.’ We have a negation here. It refers to the occasion of a 

dream. In the occasion of the dream:  

‘there will be no accumulation or diminishment.’ This is understood to be ultimately, on an 

ultimate level. Ultimately, in your dream there will not be any accumulation or diminishment 

of any karma. 

‘Why? This is because the accumulation or diminishment of phenomena that are dreams 

is not observed whatsoever.’   

Again, it is not observed ultimately, not at all whatsoever. That is his response.   

‘However, if one wakes up and then conceptualizes, then there will be accumulation or 

diminishment…”’ 

‘conceptualizes’ here means rejoices, having thought I did it. I killed him. Well done. Finally 

I managed that.  

‘then there will be accumulation or diminishment’. 
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This later sentence establishes that conventionally there will be increase and diminishment of 

karma, whereas in the previous sentence we had the response that ultimately we agree with the 

position that says there will be no increase or diminishment of karma/ 

‘The meaning is as follows.’  

The meaning of the sutra passage is like this: 

‘It follows that the Shariputra’s repudiation is an incorrect repudiation because to it one 

will respond “accept” relative to the ultimate and “no pervasion” relative to the 

conventional.’ 

This is what we have been saying. We can answer both ways to this depending on whether we 

are looking at the ultimate or the conventional. 

In the first case, we say ‘“accept” relative to the ultimate’ because dreams lack true existence, 

therefore ‘phenomena that are dreams do not diminish or increase ultimately’. 

‘The first is established because since dreams lack true existence, phenomena that are 

dreams do not diminish or increase ultimately. The second is established because there is 

diminishment or increase if one rejoices after having woken up from activity even in a 

dream.’  

‘The first is established’ refers to the first type of response where we say I ‘accept’.  

‘since dreams lack true existence’. It is interesting here that it says ‘dreams lack true 

existence’. 

The second is the answer on the conventional level: 

‘The second is established because there is diminishment or increase’. 

Here we are talking about the karma. The karma will increase or diminish. 

if one rejoices after having woken up from activity even in a dream. ‘Therefore, the 

pervasion and also the analogy are not established.’ 

The pervasion and the analogy are: 

It follows that karma does not exist because phenomena lack true existence, for example, it is 

like a dream.  We say your pervasion does not stand and your analogy is wrong. 

‘B2. Rejecting the argument that action and result follow as being ultimate 

B2A. Debate  

B2B. Response 

B2A. Debate  

This is explained by [the sutra passage]: 

Subhuti opened the occasion for debate, saying, “(i) Killing in daytime and (ii) killing in 

a dream, thinking ‘This,’ and nourishing with strong adherence, ‘I killed that [person]; 

the killing by me was well done!’—are asserted to be similar in being complete paths of 

action [karmic paths].’  

Shariputra, what do you say?”’ 
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‘Subhuti opened the occasion for debate’ indicates Subhuti found an opportunity to make 

this statement to open up the debate.   

By asking ‘Shariputra, what do you say?’[about that]. He is opening up the ground for 

discussion. 

He is taking:  

‘(i) Killing in daytime and (ii) killing in a dream’ that is followed by rejoicing when you 

subsequently wake up the next morning, think about the dream, and say I did it 

‘I killed that [person]; the killing by me was well done!’ 

 When you have that act of rejoicing, there is an increase of whatever you have created in the 

dream.  

He is saying, take that ‘(i) Killing in daytime and (ii) killing in a dream’ that is followed by 

rejoicing. I am saying that both of them are complete paths of action. They are complete karmic 

paths.  

We know they are not the same karma.  When you kill when you are awake, it is the karma of 

killing. When you kill in your sleep, that is karma of harmful intent. They are different karma. 

However, Subhuti says that in his mind, these two karmic paths are similar.  
 

He is not saying they are the same karma.  He is saying they are both equally complete karmic 

paths. They have that similarity.   

He gives the opportunity for Shariputra to respond. He asks Shariputra: ‘What do you say?’ 

Give Shariputra an opportunity to respond, he will take it. 

‘Shariputra said, “Well then, it follows that killing the object to be killed, giving the object 

to be given, and so forth in dreams are single fully complete paths of action because both 

waking and dream are similar.’ 

Shariputra says whether we are talking about killing someone or whether we are talking about 

practising generosity and  giving an object in your dream and so forth, these are fully complete 

karmic paths ‘because both waking and dream are similar.’ 

Our response will be similar to the response we gave before. If you are talking ultimately, in 

terms of accumulating karma and having complete karmic paths, then we say there is no such 

thing. However if you are talking conventionally we agree and say I accept, because we agree 

that there is such an accumulation of karma in your dreams. Whatever activity you do in your 

dreams, killing, generosity and so forth are considered to be complete karmic paths. We have 

complete karmic paths when we are awake and we gave complete karmic paths when we are 

asleep. Conventionally we accept that. Ultimately we don’t. 

Shariputra continues:  

‘If you accept that’. We do accept that conventionally.  

‘then..’ this is the second debate:  

‘it follows that there is also a degeneration of vows due to a fully-ordained monk 

dreaming that he killed a human being in a dream. 

B2B. Response 
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This is explained by [the sutra passage]: 

 [Shariputra] said, “Venerable Subhuti, action is not generated without observation [focal 

object]; action is generated only together with observation [focal object]. Mind does not 

arise without [focal object]; mind is generated only together with observation [focal 

object].” Subhuti said, “Venerable Shariputra, it is like that, action is not generated 

without observation [focal object]; mind does not arise without observation [focal 

object]…” 

‘observation’ refers to the focal object. Unless you have a focal object, you will not generate 

any karmic activity in relation to that.  

‘action [karma] is generated only together with’ the focal object. You must have the focal 

object.  

Similarly, ‘mind does not arise without observation’ of a focal object.  

You must have a focal object. You observe that focal object and this is how mind exists.  

Subhuti gives a response to Shariputra agreeing with him.  

‘Subhuti said, “Venerable Shariputra, it is like that, action is not generated without 

observation”’. 

This means you will not accumulate any karma unless you have a focal object and: 

‘mind does not arise without’ focal object.  

 ‘The meaning is as follows. It follows that Shariputra’s repudiation is an incorrect 

repudiation.’ 

Shariputra says that if you accept that both in the waking and in the dreaming state you have 

complete karmic path, it would follow that if a fully-ordained monk killed in a dream, the vows 

would decline.  

‘It follows’ means they are stating an unwanted consequence. If this is your position, this is 

the fault that comes from your position. In that sense, it is a repudiation. 

We say this repudiation is not correct: 

‘because the degeneration of vows by way of a fully-ordained monk having killed a human 

being is due to the force of stipulation by the Bhagavan, however the Bhagavan did not 

stipulate trainings in dreams.’  

The Buddha said your vows will decline if you kill another human being when you are awake. 

The Buddha didn’t say your vows will decline if you kill someone in our dream. You don’t kill 

anyone. The Buddha said don’t kill anyone when you are awake. If you transgress this order, 

then your vow will decline. He didn’t say anything like that in terms of your dream.  

‘For example, although alike in incurring the downfall of impure conduct, if one 

generates a mind of concealment, then one is not suitable to be a fully-ordained monk, 

but if one does not generate [a mind of concealment], then one is set as a fully-ordained 

monk after having been given the restoring training of punishment.’ 

Here we are trying to make the case that there is a difference between what happens when you 

are awake and what happens when you are asleep. 
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In the case of transgressing vows and then receiving a fault or having a downfall, this is in 

accordance with how much you have promised to keep.  

When some vows are given or some parameters are given, they are given and say, if you accept 

this and this, you have to follow it. If you accept it and then transgress it, then there will be this 

and this negative consequence.  

If you have not accepted this as your vow, as your commitment, then the punishment or the 

downfall doesn’t apply to you because you did not accept it. The punishment or the downfall 

is always in accordance with how much you have accepted as your commitment or as your vow 

to keep. 

It says here, the fully-ordained monk made the commitment to abstain from killing while they 

are awake. They didn’t take any vows that in my dream I will not ever dream of killing 

someone.  Therefore, there is no downfall due to something that happens in their dream.  

 

WE WILL STOP HERE 


